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Introduction
The Physics component of the Science2011 suite aims to test the contents of the
specification, by giving opportunities to all students to show their knowledge and
understanding, as well as stretching the most able with more demanding applications of
fundamental knowledge. Questions were set to test students’ knowledge, application and
understanding from the five topics in the specification:
1.Radiation in treatment and medicine
2.X-rays and ECGs
3.Production, uses and risks of ionising radiation from radioactive sources
4.Motion of particles
5.Kinetic theory and gases
Within the question paper, a variety of question types were included, such as objective
questions, short answer questions worth one or two marks each and two longer questions
worth three marks each. The two six mark questions were used additionally to test students’
quality of written communication.
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Question 1 (b) (i)
The first question in a paper is designed to be as accessible to all. This part needed the
simple recall of momentum = mass x velocity. With mass and speed given and the answer
as well in a 'show that' question this was not problemmatic for the vast majority of students.

Examiner Comments

This answer is well communicated by the
student, getting the marks for the number
substitution and for the evaluation.

Examiner Comments

No marks could be awarded as the
candidate has not shown the correct
method, despite appearing to have
arrived at the “correct” response.

Examiner Tip

If you explain what you are doing it helps
you and the examiner marking your work.

Examiner Tip

Work from your physics knowledge, always
asking yourself ‘What is the physics principle
here?’
Use the formula sheet as a stimulus, where
possible. However there are some simple
formulae, like the one needed here, which you
should learn.
It’s no use just conjuring the numbers in a vain
attempt ‘to get the right answer’.
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Question 1 (b) (ii)
This question developed the ideas in b (i) asking students to apply momentum conservation
to the data at hand.

Examiner Comments

This gets full marks. The student has
taken his answer from b (i), the initial
momentum, and divided it by the
total mass of the two stuck-together
gliders. This gives a correct answer of
0.235 m/s.

Examiner Tip

This was a good answer, however the
student’s communication would have been
aided by a few words explaining what
he/she was doing, referring to the idea
momentum before = momentum after.
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Examiner Comments

This student’s work is very clear and easy to
follow. Full marks have been obtained.

Examiner Tip

The best practice always involves some
explanation of what you are doing, don’t just
present disordered equations; communicate
what you are doing. This clarifies your
thinking and gives you the best chance of
getting a good outcome.
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Examiner Comments

This student shows a comprehensive understanding, realising
that if the mass doubles the velovcity must halve to conserve
momentum. Such insights are worthy of ‘grade A’ thinking.

Examiner Tip

There may be more than one way of looking at the
scenario involved, so that a shortcut to the answer may
be found for the ablest students.
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Question 1 (b) (iii)
Most students knew this was an inelastic collision. In explaining it the word 'kinetic' had to
be associated with energy in order to get the second mark.

Examiner Comments

Inelastic is correct. There is no mention of
Kinetic or ‘KE’, so no credit for mark point 2
may be given.
One mark was awarded.

Examiner Tip

This has to be precise:Inelastic collisions are ones where
kinetic energy is not conserved.

Examiner Comments

‘Inelastic’ is correct and ‘kinetic energy has been lost’ - awarded
2 marks.
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Question 2 (b) (i)
A lot of students did well on this, with most of them focussing on collisions between alpha
particles and air molecules.

Examiner Comments

This response does not answer the question and so scores 0
marks. Comments on ‘penetration’ just repeat the stem of
the question, not explaining ‘why’? Comparisons / ideas about
alppha particles not being able to penetratie through paper may
be well-remembered but again they don’t answer this question.

Examiner Tip

The question requires you to think about the processes
by which alpha paricles are stopped in air, with key
ideas being those of ionization and energy loss.

Examiner Comments

There is a reference to losing energy and this is linked to the alpha
particle being very ionising - this is worthy of 2 marks. The reference
to range is in the stem of the question and so that is ignored.
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Question 2 (b) (ii)
This question requires a comparison. Some students lost the mark here by making no
comparison.

Examiner Comments

The less ionising comment gets the mark.

Examiner Comments

Comparisons are made here and so get the mark. Smaller and
lighter. (Either comparison would get the mark.)

Examiner Tip

It may help to underline parts of the question, for instance, here:State why beta particles can travel further than alpha particles.
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Question 2 (b) (iii)
Quite a number of students went astray on this question by using E = mc2.
The question needs the 'KE' formula on the formula sheet.

Examiner Comments

The student realises he / she has used the wrong
formula to begin with and the produces the correct
one with accurate substitution and transposition.

Examiner Tip

Physics papers do need the application of
mathematics and on a few occasions this will
include such transposition, including taking a
square-root at the end.
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Examiner Comments

3 marks awarded for correct application of physics.

Examiner Tip

Setting out your answer to communicate well can
help get intervening marks even if you slip up with
the arithmetic.
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Question 2 (b) (iv)
This question required the simple recall that gamma waves are electromagnetic ones and so
travel at the speed of light (3 x 108 m/s).

Examiner Comments

3 x 108 is allowed without any units, since this is the commonly
remembered number. The lack of units is condoned in this case.

Examiner Tip

Don’t take it for granted that units are not necessary. They
are needed in most physics questions, and should be put.

Examiner Comments

300,000 km/s is equivalent 3 x 108 m/s - so 1 mark is awarded.

Examiner Tip

Units matter though as the next example shows.
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Examiner Comments

If the number supplied is associated with the wrong units like
this it scores 0.
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Question 3 (a) (iii)
Quite a number of students launched into an answer of 'as the pressure increases so does
the volume'. They had failed to read the axes carefully.

Examiner Comments

This is a full statement of the relationship, getting two marks.
(Alternatively ‘volume is inversely proportional to pressure’)

Examiner Tip

Study axes labels of graphs very carefully.

Examiner Comments

This is an acceptable alternative way of getting the first mark.
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Question 3 (a) (i)–(ii)
This question was quite high-scoring by most students, as long the points were plotted
carefully along with a decent line of best fit.
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Examiner Comments

The point at 0.042, 119 is plotted well enough.
The point at 0.055, 156 is plotted too inaccurately and so the
plotting only gets 1/2 marks.
The best fit line is appropriate 1/1 scored for that.

Examiner Tip

Be careful in reading off scales. Here each vertical
square represents 4 kPa.
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Examiner Comments

3 (a) (i) - both points are plotted to the required tolerance - 2
marks awarded
3 (a) (ii) a good best fit line has been drawn - 1 mark awarded
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Question 3 (b) (i)
Most people got this right by adding 273 to the Celsius temperature arriving at 283 (K).

Question 3 (b) (ii)
A lot of students used Boyle's law here i.e. p1V1 = p2V2. This ignores the temperature change
and gets no marks.
The temperatures need to be in kelvin in the gas law equation else a maximum of one mark
was given.

Examiner Comments

This shows the error of not taking into account the temperature
change thus getting 0 marks.
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Examiner Comments

This is well set out but, unfortunately, the student has not used
temperatures in kelvin, which the gas law requires so only one
mark is awarded.

Examiner Tip

If the student had used 283 K and 277 K they would
have scored 3/3 with a correct evaluation.
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Question 4 (a)
This question concerned 'why light refracts towards the normal' on entering glass / water. If
students mentioned a change in speed they got one mark; if they mentioned 'slows down'
that gave them two marks. Credit could also be given for correct refractive index or optical
density changes. Many students talked simply of 'density change' which of itself did not get
a mark. However the same students often accompanied their remarks with 'slowing down'
comments and so scored the two marks anyway.
The first clip shown shows a minimalist answer, which, nevertheless, gets full marks.

Examiner Comments

‘Slows down’ achieves the first two
mark points on the scheme and so
gets two marks.
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Examiner Tip

By not limiting themselves to just ‘density
change’ - which is not enough, the student
obtained full marks.

Media with higher densities don't necessarily have higher optical densities / refractive
indices. The cause is not simply due to a change in density.

Examiner Comments

This student is correct in talking about
optical density and they mention slows
down as well. 2 marks.

Examiner Tip

The precise and correct terminology, in
physics, does matter.

'Density' and 'optical density' are not the same thing.

Examiner Comments

Zero marks because the student has not qualified ‘density’ with
the word optical, nor have they mentioned a change in speed.
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Question 4 (c) (iii)
The key is that it's the cornea that needs adapting. Any mention of lens or other part of the
eye would negate the marks.

Examiner Comments

Examiner Tip

‘Change the shape of the cornea’ gets both marks.

This student clearly understands the physics
involved; their additional correct comment
confirms this.

Examiner Comments

Giving an additional answer with cornea denies mark point 1 on
the mark scheme, which says ‘reject other parts of the eye e.g.
lens’. Mark point 2 is dependent on the first marking point so no
marks here either.
Hence 0 marks awarded
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Question 4 (c) (i)–(ii)
This question was well answered by many students.

Examiner Comments

This is a well composed answer with a helpful diagram as well.
Full marks are awarded.
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Examiner Comments

Full marks again for a well composed answer.
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Question 4 (c) (iv)
Nearly all students used the correct formula, dividing power by area. Unfortunately then
most didn't convert the milliwatts into watts to obtain a correct evaluation.

Examiner Comments

There is a resultant power of ten error here and so only one
mark is achieved.
This was a common mistake.
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Examiner Comments

A correct substitution and evaluation earns 2 marks.
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Question 5 (b) (i)
Less than half of the students got this correct.
The idea of mass-energy equivalence is still not well understood by many students.
This seems to be a recurrent problem for students, having occurred in previous years.

Examiner Comments

A simple but corect response earns the mark.

Examiner Comments

Quite a number of inappropriate
statements like this were seen.

Examiner Tip

E = mc2 is to do with energy being
able to be converted into mass and
vice versa.
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Question 5 (b) (ii)
The vast majority of students got this correct. There is no power of ten trap - both values
given with no adjustment of power of ten needed.

Examiner Comments

This answer is totally correct in substituting and
evaluating - two marks.

Examiner Tip

Just be careful about applying the square on
your calculator.
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Question 5 (b) (iii)
The idea that the isotopes have a short half life is wanted here. The time aspect must come
into it.

Examiner Comments

The time aspect was made clear here. One mark awarded.

Examiner Comments

Well written answer with a half-life reference.
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Question 5 (c)
High achieving students showed a comprehensive understanding of the processes involved
in PET scans as they linked the three stages required in a complete answer, these being
1) the use of a beta-plus producing isotope labelled pharmaceutically 2) the annihilations
producing pairs of gamma rays at the sites of accumulation and 3) the detection of the
gammas via triangulation, assisted by computer reconstructions.
This answer shows the comprehensive understanding of the processes involved in PET scans
as linking the three stages required with great proficiency.
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Examiner Comments

Three steps are required in a good quality
answer. They are all there; the last one is
less detailed but it still suffices for 6 marks.

Examiner Comments

This response has good content
regarding steps 1 and 2 of the
process but, unfortunately, has
an insufficient description of the
detection stage. Hence they score
4 marks.

Examiner Tip

Diagrams help. This diagram, produced by the
student, has enabled them to focus on the
important points of the process.

Examiner Tip

It may seem as if they’ve gone
some way regarding detection but
remember a ‘locating the tumour’ by
iteslf only repeats the stem of the
question. Beware of thinking you’ve
done the job just by repeating what
the question says.
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Examiner Comments

A very full answer is seen here, displaying detailed
knowledge of all three steps of the process. 6 marks

Examiner Tip

The detail shown is impressive e.g. concerning the
triangulation comment at the end. Thorough learning,
combined with effective revision, always pays off. Here
is the evidence of that.
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Question 6 (a) (i)
The majority of students knew that 'thermionic emission' takes place at the cathode of the
X-ray tube.
Non-serious spelling errors were condoned.

Question 6 (a) (ii)
Students needed to link electrons with collisions with air particles for 1 mark. Mentioning
them losing energy typically got the second mark.

Examiner Comments

The ‘otherwise’ argument of then they (the
electrons, specified) would collide with air
particles (1 mark) is combined with the
consequence of losing energy (1 mark).

Examiner Tip

The student even goes on to explain what if there was
a vacuum. . .
This is a well-expressed answer deserving the full two
marks.

Examiner Comments

Mentions electrons losing energy (1
mark on mark scheme) from colliding
with air particles (1 mark on mark
scheme) and ‘reaching anode’ argument
would also be creditable.
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Examiner Tip

This is a direct concise answer.

Question 6 (a) (iii)
This was very high-scoring, with the powers of 10 given all that was required was
multiplying the two quantities together.

Examiner Comments

Perfect answer for two marks.

Examiner Tip

It always helps to follow the pattern
1) write down the equation in words or symbols
2) transpose items if needed
3) substitute values
4) evaluate
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Question 6 (b)
In Question 6 (b) most high achieving students demonstrated a facility with the relationship
between physics and society as they considered the benefits and risks associated with
the use of CAT scanners and fluoroscopes. Quite a number of superb answers were
seen showing such understanding and application. In doing so students demonstrated
a comprehensive understanding of the differences between those two types of imaging
used in practice. Unfortunately quite a number of students showed confusion between the
different types of diagnostic procedure. Fluoroscopes were often confused with endoscopes
for example.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate is describing elements of PET
scanning. Fluoroscopes do not measure oxygen
levels.No creditable points.

Examiner Tip

It is important to learn the different types of scan /
diagnostic procedures. Making summary notes of these
e.g. as flash cards, may help.
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Examiner Comments

The student shows a detailed
knowledge of CAT scans and
fluoroscopes and discusses them
relevantly in answer to the question.
Clear 6 marks.
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Examiner Tip

Often students’ knowledge was found to be detailed
and accurate regarding CAT scanning, but less so
concerning fluoroscopes. The remedy to this is paying
close attention to all the content of the specification.

Examiner Comments

This shows well applied detailed
knowledge and understanding. The
discussion is first-rate.

Examiner Tip

Clearly this student has learnt the ideas
involved in these two techniques in a thorough
and extremely competent manner. If you
take the opportunity via your lessons, outside
reading and research, such knowledge and
understanding can be yours too.
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Paper Summary
Students coped well with the majority of questions. For the first of the two longer questions
many were able to describe the main three steps (stages) in producing a PET scan. Most
students performed very well on this, although some didn’t get as many marks as they
could have through missing out one or two of the stages involved. Answers to this question,
and to 6 (b), about the use of CAT scanners and fluoroscopes, discriminated well between
students, with some showing good knowledge and understanding whilst others less so. In
the latter long question a number went off track in describing other treatments / imaging
techniques e.g. involving fibre-optics.
Successful candidates were:
•

well-acquainted with the content of the specification

•

skilled in graphical work

•

competent in quantitative work, especially in using equations

•

well-focused in their comprehension of the question-at-hand

•

willing to apply physics principles to the novel situations presented to them

Less successful candidates:
•

had gaps in their knowledge

•

misinterpreted graphical forms

•

misread and / or misunderstood the symbols used in equations

•

did not focus sufficiently on what the question was asking

•

found difficulty in applying their knowledge to new situations

This report provides exemplification of candidates’ work, together with tips and/or
comments, for a selection of questions. The exemplification is from responses which
highlight particular successes and misconceptions, with the aim of aiding future teaching of
these topics.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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